
  

HUE AND CRY (1947) is another June, 2014 LVCA dvd donation to the Hugh 

Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pa. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

Great Britain   1947   black-and-white   82 minutes   live action feature 

comedy   Ealing Studios   Producers: Michael Balcon and Henry Cornelius 

 

16 of a possible 20 points                                              **** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

 

Points 

1 Direction: Charles Crichton 

2 Editing: Charles Hasse* assisted by Seth Holt* 

2      Cinematography: Douglas Slocombe* 

            2        Lighting 

1 Screenplay: Thomas Ernest Bennett Clarke 

2 Music: Georges Auric* 

1 Art Direction: Norman Arnold, Joseph Bato 

2 Sound: Eric Williams (Supervisor), Mary Habberfield (Editor), 

Stephen Dalby (Recordist) 

1 Acting 

2 Creativity 

16 total points 

 



Cast: Harry Fowler (Joe Kirby), Frederick Piper (Mr. Kirby), Vida Hope  

(Mrs. Kirby), Heather Delaine (Dorrie Kirby), Douglas Barr (j)  

(Alec, a Blood and Thunder Boy), Stanley Escane (Roy, a B & T Boy), 

Ian Dawson (Norman, a B & T Boy), Gerald Fox (j) (Dicky, a B & T Boy), 

David Simpson (Arthur, a B & T Boy), Albert Hughes (Wally, a B & T Boy), 

John Hudson (Stan, a B & T Boy), David Knox (Dusty, a B & T Boy), 

Jeffrey Sirett (j) (Bill, a B & T Boy), James Crabbe (Terry, a B & T Boy), 

Joan Dowling* (Clarry, a B & T Girl), Jack Warner (Nightingale), Alistair Sim 

(Felix Wilkinson, an eccentric comics writer), Valerie White (Rhona Watson, 

a secretary in the offices of TRUMP magazine), Jack Lambert  

(Ford, a detective), Joe Carr (short, spiffily-dressed thug), Paul Demel 

(Jago), Alec Finter (Detective Sergeant Fothergill), Bruce Belfrage 

(BBC Announcer), Grace Arnold (Dicky’s mother), Arthur Denton (Vicar), 

Robin Hughes (Selwyn Pike), Howard Douglas (Watchman), Henry Purvis 

(Larry the Bull) 

 

     Filmed less than three years after the conclusion of World War II in 

Europe, HUE AND CRY makes the most of rubble left behind in its wake. 

London is still in process of reconstruction. Child survivors of Blitz and 

Battle of Britain happily engage in play wherever dangerously undermined 

and tottery structures offer appealing hideaways. Parents are either 

blithely unaware of this or else resigned to the inevitable lure of forbidden 

territory. These dilapidated remnants will serve in lieu of sets as filmmakers 

weave in, out, around and through them. For these precincts harbor not 

only naïve teens. Operating along the very same streets are career crooks 

intent on plundering for personal gain whatever merchandise manages to 

find a way into downtown London shops. Postwar recovery is being 

suppressed by robbers. But the tables are about to be overturned on them. 

     Joe Kirby, job-seeking adolescent and veteran comic book reader, is the 

unintentional hero of HUE AND CRY. Young Joe discovers one day to his 

amazement that several details from his favorite crime magazine story 

match what he observes on the street. Is life imitating art, or vice versa? 

Inclined to fancy himself astute junior detective, the lad attempts to pass 



along his findings to a local police detective. Fothergill is not impressed by 

the teen’s deductions. He is, however, won over by such complete 

sincerity. So conveniently the officer steers Joe towards a job opening at 

Covent Garden. There the young man encounters “Nightingale,” an 

employer with a trademark mocking laugh. Happy to land a position with 

regular pay, Kirby momentarily tables his pursuit of justice. What use is 

there in advancing a theory no adult’s willing to accept? Especially if it 

might put potential income at risk.   

     There really is a gang inserting crime directives into a boy’s magazine, 

though. When Joe and fellow devotees read a second issue also apparently 

doctored to serve as news update for the Underworld set, they can no 

longer assume coincidence to be the cause. Since grownups can’t 

comprehend what is happening, they themselves must stop the criminals. 

That proves to be easier anticipated than accomplished.  

     Initial efforts at stymieing imaginative lawbreakers are foiled, partly due 

to ineptitude. It doesn’t help their cause that Kirby unwittingly blabs 

information to his boss prematurely. Convinced a break-in at a department 

store nearby is imminent, the youths plot to sneak in first and catch the 

thieves red-handed. Due to leaky communications, they instead find 

themselves trapped on the wrong side of the merchandiser’s brick walls 

when police arrive at the scene. Their only escape route is through the 

London sewer system, a chilling sequence expertly performed by amateurs 

who certainly appear to be on location.  

     Guessing incorrectly that the text author for “The Enthralling Adventures 

of Selwyn Pike and His Youthful Assistant Smiler” is masterminding thefts, 

two members of the “Blood and Thunder” boys’ club resolve on paying him 

a visit. Their host turns out to be more cravenly eccentric than  

accommodating or clever. Fortunately, friendship with a printer’s assistant 

at TRUMP magazine provides insider information about access to upcoming 

issue material. That leads to a profitable encounter with secretary Rhona 

Watson, who is tortured via feather and mouse into revealing details of 

how an innocuous-looking publication camouflages criminal activity. The 

sleuths decide to try their own skill in manipulating the press, with 



potentially disastrous results, since once again labor shares too openly with 

management.  

     At the appointed time, Blood and Thunder meet London gangsters in a 

battle scene which appears initially to favor the latter. Can a belated radio 

appeal to all adventurous London boys turn the tide? Perhaps. Fisticuffs, 

chases, careening vehicles, a cat-and-mouse game played out in a derelict 

warehouse with life itself at stake  --- these will all intervene to further 

complicate the rush to a climax. Try to hang on and enjoy one of the 

wildest sequences in British cinema. 

     Douglas Slocombe’s versatile photography alternates between sunny 

exterior shots of pastoral tranquillity and menacing, shadowy interior 

views. These seesaw adroitly back and forth from comedy to drama. In one 

notable scene, Joe’s attempt to imitate veteran market porters by 

balancing multiple containers on his head only leads to an embarrassing 

debacle. Later, the camera reveals in probing detail dismal, slimy insides of 

apparently endless sewers overarching exhausted, underage crimefighters, 

Note their despairingly haggard faces. Equally skillful are scene transitions 

crafted with verve and masterful montage by Charles Hasse and his 

assistant, Seth Holt. Georges Auric’s bubbly score is playfully engaging 

throughout. Though sound recording is sometimes a bit raspy, it has fairly 

high fidelity for the period in which it was made. At its best, as in seagull 

cry imitations and vocal reenactment of aerial strafing interwoven with flak 

response, the soundtrack is absolutely stunning. 

     Charles Crichton does a generally superior job of eliciting realistic 

performances. One exception is the acting of Alastair Sim as writer Felix 

Wilkinson, who is either too potted or else overly fussy, employing a 

barrage of unnecessary vocal and gestural mannerisms to cloak an 

underwritten, severely unidimensional character. Among the youths 

prominently featured, Joan Dowling’s tomboy Clarry merits high praise, 

being natural and sympathetic, a welcome, if stark, contrast to Sim’s 

overripe exaggerations.  

     Too many details of T.E.B. Clarke’s screenplay are lost in this dvd version 

which is presented absent subtitles. Shame on WHAM! USA for its failure 



to include such a clarifying accessory as part of its dvd release. It is  

essential for American auditors, who now have to battle both deteriorating 

sound and postwar Cockney accents. 

     HUE AND CRY is strongly recommended by Kino Ken for teenage and 

adult males. Whether female counterparts would find it entertaining is 

questionable. The film is, however, stylishly made and aging gently. Its 

plenitude of charms have not diminished over time. Watch and enjoy.  


